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10:04:08 PST  
Question: Hello friends 
Answer: Great to see you Sergei! 

 
10:04:17 PST  
Question: hello 
Answer: Welcome! 

 
10:05:51 PST  
Question: Hello from Estonia! 
Answer: Thanks for tuning in! 

 
10:08:45 PST  
Question: Hello everyone. Was trying to get slides and found it is SharePoint slides not VS2013. 
Answer: Yikes! We'll get that fixed. SharePoint is tomorrow 

 
10:12:13 PST  
Question: hello good afternoon 
Answer: Great to see you Deadwait! 

 
10:12:24 PST  
Question: hello everyone. 
Answer: Hey! 

 
10:13:19 PST  
Question: hai In my country it is 0:00 clock 
Answer: Thanks for staying up late with us! 

 
10:13:34 PST  
Question: HELLO FROM BULGARIA 
Answer: WELCOME! 

 
10:13:44 PST  
Question: Hello from India 
Answer: Great to see you Rohan! 

 
10:13:52 PST  
Question: Hello from Germany! 
Answer: Hi Markus! 

 
10:14:33 PST  
Question: Hello from The Netherlands! 
Answer: Always good to see folks from The Netherlands here! 

 
10:16:05 PST  
Question: I feel great by seeing all professionals at a time 
Answer: Coding is more fun with the community! 

 
10:16:17 PST  
Question: Hi, Everyone! Hope your having a nice day/evening Best wishes from Serbia. 
Answer: Great to see you Neba! 

 
10:16:36 PST  
Question: Good Morning 
Answer: Hi there! 
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10:16:50 PST  
Question: Hi to all from Germany ! 
Answer: Great to see you again! 

 
10:17:02 PST  
Question: Hello everyone from india 
Answer: Hi! 

 
10:17:14 PST  
Question: Good morning to all , i am from India 
Answer: Good turnout from India today! 

 
10:17:21 PST  
Question: Greetings from Mexico!!! 
Answer: Bienvenido! 

 
10:17:54 PST  
Question: is there a conference call bridge we can call in? 
Answer: Sorry, we only have the chat. There will be a couple thousand people online today so the call bridge 

wouldn't really work. 

 
10:19:00 PST  
Question: Is AzWeb the correct voucher code? This was the code used yesterday for the Azure Web Sites - Deep 

Dive Jump Start. 
Answer: Sorry, the code to use for today is NewVS2013 

 
10:20:25 PST  
Question: There is a small mistake in Q/A with MVA Voucher 
Answer: Thanks, I just asked to have it fixed. It should be NewVS2013 

 
10:21:45 PST  
Question: Hello everyone from subcontinent-INDIA 
Answer: Hi ms811 ! 

 
10:22:12 PST  
Question: Only 9 minutes to begin right? 
Answer: Yep, we should start soon. 

 
10:22:53 PST  
Question: Hi from Germany 
Answer: Hi Ute! 

 
10:24:30 PST  
Question: hi ms811. good to see you from india, i am also from the same continent. 
Answer: Since this Q&A is moderated, the best way to connect with each other is to use the #MVAJumpStart tag on 

Twitter  

 
10:24:42 PST  
Question: Hello from Sweden! 
Answer: Love your user name! 

 
10:27:13 PST  
Question: Heya Matt and Shannon from frigid Massachusetts 
Answer: Even Seattle is frigid today. It's cold all over. Stay warm! 
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10:27:45 PST  
Question: I'm getting a 404 error when I try to access the slides. 
Answer: If refreshing your browser doesn't work, please go to the help tab where we can best assist. 

 
10:28:26 PST  
Question: trying to thaw a water line right now while i watch 
Answer: Ouch. Good luck. 

 
10:28:35 PST  
Question: Hello from Canada 
Answer: Hi Ali! 

 
10:28:57 PST  
Question: Hi from Bulgaria 
Answer: Great to see you doroti! 

 
10:29:23 PST  
Question: How many geek movie references do you think will Christopher make today? 
Answer: 42 

 
10:29:28 PST  
Question: Hi to all from Philippines 
Answer: Hi Karla07! 

 
10:29:29 PST  
Question: Hi from Algeria, VS2013 rocks ! 
Answer: Should be a great day of training! 

 
10:29:42 PST  
Question: We're Live! 

Answer: A little later than usual  

 
10:30:19 PST  
Question: Hello from very warm and sunny Chicago....lol 

Answer: I grew up there. I know the truth  

 
10:30:31 PST  
Question: Hi all from San Jose , Costa Rica 
Answer: Bienvenido! 

 
10:30:50 PST  
Question: Hi from Portugal 
Answer: Hi Pedro! Good to see you here today! 

 
10:41:38 PST  
Question: Whats the site to get points? and code again? 
Answer: You can redeem the points on your MVA dashboard. The code is NewVS2013 

 
10:45:22 PST  
Question: I have a question... do you upload this session in Video later??? I have problems with my connection right 

now... 
Answer: Yes we will have the video available for download in about 2 weeks. 

 
10:46:19 PST  
Question: He didnt install ultimate? What about those new features? 
Answer: We'll demo Ultimate features as well! 
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10:46:21 PST  
Question: What are the actual links to these below? Visual Studio Team Blogs MSDN Visual Studio 2013 

(Documentation) 
Answer: The link to MSDN is: http://msdn.microsoft.com 

 
10:46:45 PST  
Question: Hi Christine! Good to see you around. Are you answering questions? 
Answer: Hi! Good to see you as well. 

 
10:51:31 PST  
Question: Where do we get this slide deck from? 
Answer: You can download it from the FAQ tab. 

 
10:51:50 PST  
Question: What are the differents between VS Premium and VS Ultimate and which is better and what make it 

better? 
Answer: compare: http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs 

 
10:52:40 PST  
Question: Wow what are those huge all-in-one PCs they are using? 
Answer: Planar Helium PCT2785 

 
11:05:11 PST  
Question: Where can I find list of shorcuts for VS2013? 
Answer:http://www.bing.com/search?q=vs+2013+keyboard+shortcuts 

 
11:11:50 PST  
Question: http://www.bing.com/search?q=vs+2013+keyboard+shortcuts for all keyboard shortcuts 
Answer: We'll put something together. 

 
11:17:59 PST  
Question: I am randomly getting file corruption using VS 2013. I am writing a standard vb.net/ASPX Web 

Application. At times, files are corrupted with binary data. vb, designer.vb, or aspx. It's happened to all types. I've 
never had this happen in any previous version of VS. Does anyone have a fix? 
Answer: This kind of symptoms might indicate that some custom package/extension is causing issues. So, I suggest 

launching VS IDE in safe mode (devenv /safemode). If this doesn't help, then it would mean there is something wrong 
with the settings/configurations, so then try devenv /resetskippkgs, devenv /resetsettings. 

 
11:18:51 PST  
Question: ^K ^C and ^K^U also works in SQL ! 
Answer: It does! 

 
11:21:34 PST  
Question: is the PERF Hub in VS2013 Pro? 
Answer: Hi Brent. Yes, the Profiling and Analysis tools are available in the Pro, Premium and Ultimate SKUs. 

 
11:26:09 PST  
Question: Speaking of keyboard shortcuts, can't Chris switch from VS to Slides using Windows Tab? 
Answer: our studio setup complicates this a bit. actually more going on on-screen than we see 

 
11:30:31 PST  
Question: Is it possible to substitute "tab" with defined number of white spaces? 
Answer: Ganesh, yes, that could be done via - TOOLS -> Options -> Text Editor -> All Languages -> Tabs -> set 

'Insert spaces' 

 
 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/
http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs
http://www.bing.com/search?q=vs+2013+keyboard+shortcuts
http://www.bing.com/search?q=vs+2013+keyboard+shortcuts
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11:35:59 PST  
Question: is there a support for external plugins like code collaborator so any changes in a project could be setup for 

a code review within a group? 
Answer: VS offers an extensible framework to integrate custom plug-ins/extensions/packages. Please check it out - 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/dd885119.aspx 

 
11:35:59 PST  
Question: Is it possible to move the codelens somewhere else? For a model for example with a bunch of properties { 

get; set; } I would like the codelens to be behind the property, to reduce the vertical scroll size 
Answer: Hi Ron, unfortunately no. Currently, the only customizations around CodeLens is to turn different notations 

on or off, via the Tools.Options dialog. 

 
11:41:54 PST  
Question: Is there a way to substitute \r\n with \r or vice-versa? 
Answer: It could be customized using - FILE -> Advanced Save Options -> 'Line endings:' However, we suggest 

relying on VS IDE to automatically select/convert the code file formatting appropriately. 

 
12:09:28 PST  
Question: easy to confuse shortcuts for VS, CodeRush and R# - has MS tried to reconcile the competing shortcuts? 

Please do NOT stick us with shortcut namespaces to disambiguate! 
Answer: that question would need to be directed to the product group, sorry. 

 
12:20:56 PST  
Question: Like it (y) 
Answer: Thanks! 

 
13:02:28 PST  
Question: sorry what is the bootstrap url again? 
Answer: read about bootstrap here: http://www.asp.net/visual-studio/overview/2013/creating-web-projects-in-visual-

studio#bootstrap 

 
13:17:25 PST  
Question: Will there be a replay of this? (I had a fire at work) 
Answer: Usually available in about 3 weeks 

 
13:17:48 PST  
Question: I love Christopher's mvc 4 jump start session @ mva so after the meal break I expect something really 

good 
Answer: Hope I didn't disappoint! Still more to come! 

 
13:19:08 PST  
Question: Did he update his MVC app to BootStrap 3 using NuGet? 
Answer: I did 

 
13:31:04 PST  
Question: In Server Explorer there is SharePoint Connections! What is Sharepoint and what is the difference 

between Sharepoint and Azure? Is there any similarity between them? 
Answer: The are very different. Check in to Christopher's MVA tomorrow - Developing SharePoint Server Advanced 

Solutions 

 
13:42:51 PST  
Question: You did not disappoint. Good job ! By the way... I asked earlier but have not get an answer.... is it simple 

to add references later to the asp.net project ? for example if you select only mvc and during the development you 
decided that the web forms is needed ? 
Answer: Christopher says that you can add the reference later in project dev 

 
 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/vstudio/dd885119.aspx
http://www.asp.net/visual-studio/overview/2013/creating-web-projects-in-visual-studio#bootstrap
http://www.asp.net/visual-studio/overview/2013/creating-web-projects-in-visual-studio#bootstrap
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13:44:34 PST  
Question: why u guys dont answer my questions? i want to use windows azure but cant because honduras is not 

listed in the countries. 
Answer: Sorry, that is a question for the Azure product group 

 
13:47:27 PST  
Question: u guys talking about new features of xaml 
Answer: Apps will be in the next section 

 
13:48:26 PST  
Question: Where we can find download visual studio essentials 
Answer: http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/6ed4c78f-a23e-49ad-b5fd-369af0c2107f 

 
13:50:25 PST  
Question: Hello from Mexico City. I hope that you can talk about licencing for the different VS (Express, Premium, 

Professional, Ultimate) free trials, limitations and features (simulators, emulators, publish to Windows Store, etc). 
Answer: Best thing to do is go to the source. http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-

vs 

 
13:51:03 PST  
Question: VS2012 was aligned with Windows 8, and VS2013 with Windows 8.1. Will there be a Visual Studio 2014 

coming out (assuming there will be a Windows 8.2 release) sometime next year? 
Answer: we can't really predict the timing of future product releases (any better than you can yourselves) but if you 

have recognized a trend between VS and Windows releases, there is probably a reason for it. Maybe check Soma's 
blog to see if he addresses this 

 
13:52:42 PST  
Question: "dont copy blank lines" ...that tip was worth the price of admission! nice! 

Answer:  

 
13:53:07 PST  
Question: First session, and his joke "if you're anything like me and I know I am"! 

Answer: It is true. I'm just like me. 

 
13:53:55 PST  
Question: Presentation is nicely prepared. Thanks! 
Answer: Thank you! 

 
13:54:37 PST  
Question: On the Full Comparation between all VS Versions 
Answer: http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs 

 
13:55:02 PST  
Question: ALT-F12!!!!!! 
Answer: Love that feature! 

 
13:56:22 PST  
Question: Is it possible to use the performance tools to analyse visual studio itself? In vs2012 my IDE seemed to be 

getting slower over time. I couldnt really figure the cause. I was suspecting a faulty extention, or TFS, but couldnt 
pinpoint or measure 
Answer: That'd be neat. Unfortunately, it's only for code that you're writing. 

 
13:57:30 PST  
Question: What are VS 2013 minimal system requirements? 
Answer: the system requirements can vary depending upon the version you want. There is a "System Requirements" 

http://visualstudiogallery.msdn.microsoft.com/6ed4c78f-a23e-49ad-b5fd-369af0c2107f
http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs
http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs
http://www.visualstudio.com/products/compare-visual-studio-products-vs
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link next to each SKU on the downloads page at http://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/downloads/download-visual-
studio-vs.aspx 

 
14:04:23 PST  
Question: identity: regarding external authorization (google, facebook, etc) can ONE of our customers use multiple 

logins during different visits? How do we link it with a SINGLE user record on our end if they login with Google once, 
then Facebook next time? 
Answer: Unfortunately that's not available. 

 
14:04:42 PST  
Question: Cool html shortcuts 
Answer: Such a great add-on. And it's free! 

 
14:04:57 PST  
Question: Is TypeScript supported? 
Answer: It is 

 
14:06:47 PST  
Question: Is there a way to alter your Anti-Virus settings, so that you can leave it running along with VS2013 and be 

able to use Windows Phone Emulators? 
Answer: Depends on the AV software. 

 
14:07:54 PST  
Question: Trend Micro Worry Free 
Answer: I'm going to guess yes, but I personally don't use that particular product. 

 
14:08:32 PST  
Question: don't forget to apply the ko bindings 

Answer:  

 
14:09:44 PST  
Question: ko.bind ? 

Answer:  

 
14:10:13 PST  
Question: is it simple to add references later ? for example if you select only mvc and during the development you 

decided that the web forms or web api are needed ? 
Answer: It is. All in the same project. 

 
14:19:48 PST  
Question: Guys, my network is horrible, do you enable the video of presentation in the site? 
Answer: It'll be available about 3 weeks after the presentation. 

 
14:23:36 PST  
Question: yui you can learn more about knockout at http://knockoutjs.com/documentation/introduction.html and 

http://learn.knockoutjs.com/ 
Answer: Knockout is a fantastic bit of JavaScript 

 
14:39:08 PST  
Question: Paul : I was kind of hinting the code earlier that wasn't working needed "ko.binding" - or applybinding. 

Thanks, tho. 

Answer: Fortunately we got it working in the end.  

 
 
 

http://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/downloads/download-visual-studio-vs.aspx
http://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/downloads/download-visual-studio-vs.aspx
http://knockoutjs.com/documentation/introduction.html
http://learn.knockoutjs.com/
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14:54:21 PST  
Question: ah sorry I saw your reply in between working and glancing at the comments 
Answer: No worries. Greatly appreciated. 

 
15:11:13 PST  
Question: Do you have to own a business to be a member Bizspark? 
Answer: you need to be privately held. here is the link to the bizspark faq - 

http://www.microsoft.com/BizSpark/faqs.aspx 

 
15:11:40 PST  
Question: the closing tag gets updated 
Answer: Agreed! 

 
15:33:40 PST  
Question: These are 2d animations. Are there any addons to handle 3d? (or the appearance of 3d) 
Answer: For Windows Store apps, 3d is currently supported by C++/DirectX and WebGL, but not XAML (in Windows 

Store apps). WPF (XAML for Desktop) has some limited 3d capabilities. There are some animations in the animation 
library that "simulate" 3d for Windows Store apps. 

 
15:38:54 PST  
Question: Hello I was unable to attend the whole session when will it be available to download ? 
Answer: In about 3 weeks. 

 
15:45:33 PST  
Question: Does Application Insights feature on Visual Studio Online works also for Windows 8.1 projects ? 
Answer: looks like yes - http://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/news/2013-nov-13-vso.aspx 

 

http://www.microsoft.com/BizSpark/faqs.aspx
http://www.visualstudio.com/en-us/news/2013-nov-13-vso.aspx

